
 
 

Job title: Technician (Instrument) 
 
Location: TPG Maritime Ltd, Portsmouth 
 
Contract: Permanent 

 
 
The Role: 
 

You will be responsible to undertake all the duties of an Instrument Technician in 
accordance with appropriate specifications. 

 
Responsibilities will include:  

 To undertake inspection to repair, calibration and inspection of assigned 
instruments, pneumatic, electronic and mechanical 

 Inspection of instruments in accordance with appropriate specifications 

 Identify current/potential issues (fault finding) 

 Degreasing and packaging of small components for oxygen service 

 Maintain work record book 

 To ensure tasks are conducted within the Company H&S and Quality 
requirements 

 To ensure Departmental Procedures are upheld 

 To provide a professional backup service for the department during peak 
times or during absence 

 
 

General activities: 
 Carrying out any other ad-hoc duties as required to support the needs of the 

business 

 Provide a professional backup service for colleagues during peak times or 
during absence 

 Follow company procedures, standards and regulatory requirements  

 Maintain continuous professional development to ensure knowledge is up to 
date 

 Act as an ambassador for the company in all interactions with customers and 
the public 

 
About You 
 
 

Essential Requirements: 

 An in-depth knowledge of technical instrumentation skills  

 ONC/Technician qualification 

 Ability to work in a team environment. 

 Electrical skills knowledge 

 Exceptional mental ability to enable work on complex tasks 

 To use diagnostic equipment safely and effectively 

 Sound knowledge of H&S, Environmental and Engineering regulations 



 Ability to work under minimal supervision and contribute positively to a quality 
team environment 

 Must be able to work efficiently as part of a team and to work under pressure 
in a challenging environment 

 Plan work to meet deadlines 
 
Preferred but not essential: 

 Wide range of pneumatic and electronic instrumentation engineering 

 Previous experience within a manufacturing and defence environment 

 Wide range of pneumatic and electronic instrumentation engineering 

 
 
About Us 
 
We are a professional services and technology partner to global, defence, energy, 
space and intelligence & communications programmes.  
Because of our forward-thinking teams, mission-critical equipment operates 
effectively in the world’s most challenging environments. Whether sharing innovative 
solutions or manufacturing advanced systems, absolute trust is core to all we do. In 
addition to our Group head office made up of support roles we also have two core 
business streams which are: 
 

 Technology & Engineering.  Design, deliver and support high-integrity systems 
from our facilities in Portsmouth, Manchester and Melksham.  Engineering teams 
apply advanced techniques to produce solutions for our customers which can be 
relied upon for long service life, in difficult or dangerous environments. These 
include: atmosphere control systems for nuclear submarines and thermal 
management systems for chemical processing and energy industries.  

 

 Consulting and Programme Services (CaPS). Provide through life services to 
enable our clients to manage the evolution of their own systems and services, in 
their own domain.  Leveraging our long heritage of experience of designing, 
delivering and supporting safety, mission and business critical systems, we 
provide individuals with domain leading knowledge, skills and experience who 
can work within client teams or take full responsibility for the delivery of 
outcomes.  

 
Our people make us the successful company we are and have a TEAM 
tpgroup culture. These values are: 
 

 Achieve together  

 Embrace responsibility  

 Strive for excellence  

 Build unity  

 Challenge ourselves  

 Have integrity in all we do  

 
Company benefits include: 
 

 25 days’ holiday   

 Discretionary annual bonus scheme  

 Company pension scheme 
 

 



Other requirements  
 

 Candidates must have an existing right to live and work in the UK.  

 Candidates will need to undergo an internal BPSS check prior to gaining site 
access.  

 Candidates will also need to either hold a current SC clearance or be willing 
and eligible to undergo a Security Clearance check (SC level) upon starting 
their employment with the company. To gain SC clearance you will normally 
need at least 5 years’ UK residency. 

 Some travel to other tpgroup offices in the UK may occasionally be required 

 
 
 
To apply for this role, please send a CV and a covering letter detailing your current 
salary and benefits package to hr@tpgroup.uk.com 

 


